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Backpacks

The JanSport Big Student backpack has many pockets for your convenience.
These are particularly useful for high school or college students where carrying
large books and many different items ranging from digital tools to snacks become
the norm. Large backpacks for college are a must today, plain and simple. 

https://jansport.com.ng/collections/backpacks


Digital packs

Their Digital Backpack is one of their most popular products, as it offers a laptop
backpack with advanced digital features. The Digital Backpack has a removable 15-
inch laptop sleeve, a tricot-lined tablet pocket, and a front pocket with a digital
organizer.

https://jansport.co.za/collections/digital


Accessories

JanSport is the ultimate brand for Accessories that fit your lifestyle and your
adventure, Such as lunch bags and pouches that add fun and functionality to your
backpack. You can mix and match these accessories to customize your look and
express your personality.

https://jansport.co.za/collections/accessories


Outdoor packs

For a life on-the-move, the JanSport Outdoor Backpack converts from a classic
backpack to roller with tuck-away shoulder straps. Cool and convenient. The rolling
backpack features a padded 15inch laptop sleeve, side water bottle pocket and
front organizer pocket. Wherever you're going, go in style.

https://jansport.co.za/collections/outdoor-packs


Waist Packs

The JanSport fanny pack allows for everything you need to be within close reach.
Coming in a variety of colorful prints and colorways, this waist pack will be by your
side on every adventure.

https://jansport.co.za/collections/fanny-packs


Benefits 
EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
WATER BOTTLE POCKET
DEDICATED ZIPPERED
LAPTOP COMPARTMENT

FEATURES
Two main compartments for optimal space
and organization
Single mesh bottle pocket stretches to fit large
bottles
Dedicated 15 inch padded laptop
compartment with zip closure
100% recycled 600 denier polyester main
body fabric is built to last
Front pocket with full organization panel and
key clip
Two exterior zippered stash pockets for quick
access
Ergonomic S-curve shoulder straps
Fully padded back panel for long wear comfort
Webbing grab handle on top
100% recycled undyed liner



100% Original
guarantee for all

products

Easy Return &
 Exchange

Assured Quality Secure Payments



About us

We’re the original. JanSport started making packs and outdoor gear back in 1967.
We're about the journey, the discovery of fun, freedom, and adventure.

That’s what inspired our three founders to do something different with their
livesdesign a better pack that was truly innovative and build a company around it.
Now, more than forty years later, the journey and the adventure you find along the
way is still what drives us and everything we engineer.
At JanSport, we continue to innovate and build functional gear that fits you and
your life and inspires your journey.



Get Our Backpacks Products Now.
Promo Will End On Weekend!
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65 Marshall Drive
Mt Edgecombe, 4051
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